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Images of Law School and Law Teaching in *An Imperfect Spy*


Stacy Caplow
Spencer Weber Waller*

We looked forward with great anticipation to reading *An Imperfect Spy*, the latest in a series of mysteries written by Amanda Cross, the pseudonym of Carolyn G. Heilbrun, the retired Avalon Foun-

* * *  
   * We would like to thank our friends and colleagues Tony Sebok, Betsy Fajans, and Marilyn Walter for their helpful comments and encouragement. The preparation of this Article was partially supported by Brooklyn Law School summer research stipends.
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uation Professor of Humanities at Columbia University. The book promised the perfect combination of ingredients for two law professors who enjoy a refreshing literary sorbet in between customarily weightier dishes of law review articles, cases, and other professional writings.

We had every reason to believe that *An Imperfect Spy* would cleanse our mental palates. First, it is one of many mysteries that feature an engaging yet feisty female protagonist. Kate Fansler, the didactic, scotch-drinking, old-money WASP, feminist literature professor has the special knack of being around whenever people die or have baffling mysteries to solve. Unlike other popular female detectives, Kate solves her cases with her intellect rather than a gun.

Even better, the book is set in a law school. The academic novel is a well-established genre and one of our favorite forms of literary fare. These “midnight snacks” satisfy our craving for parody and self-mockery, while leaving room for consumption of the legal literature we need to keep current in the classroom and in our scholarship. We particularly savor the academic mystery novel, which combines the familiar, self-absorbed, easily satirized aspects of the academic world with the intrigues of plot and problem-solving, and we especially

---

3. Professor Heilbrun's academic writings, predominantly in the field of feminist literary criticism, are almost as prolific, and much more influential, than those of her alter ego. See CAROLYN G. HEILBRUN, THE EDUCATION OF A WOMAN: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF GLORIA STEINEM (1995); HAMLET'S MOTHER AND OTHER WOMEN [hereinafter HAMLET'S MOTHER] (1990); WRITING A WOMAN'S LIFE (1988); THE REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN IN FICTION (Carolyn G. Heilbrun ed., 1983); REINVENTING WOMANHOOD (1979).

In 1992, Heilbrun resigned her faculty position at Columbia in exasperation at the sexism in her department. See Courtney Leatherman, 'Isolation' of Pioneering Feminist Scholar Stirs Reappraisal of Women's Status in Academe, CHRON. HIGHER ED., Nov. 11, 1992, at A17 ("Heilbrun said her retirement was brought about by her disappointment with the conservative male establishment of the university, whose policies were unfair and condescending to feminists like her."); Anne Matthews, Rage in a Tenured Position, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 8, 1992, § 6 (Magazine), at 47 ("When I spoke up for women's issues, I was made to feel unwelcome in my own department, kept off crucial committees, ridiculed, ignored."); Kay Mills, Life After a Tenured Position, L.A. TIMES, July 19, 1992, § 13 (Magazine), at 13; Stephanie Schorow, Men Meet Their Match, BOSTON HERALD, Feb. 24, 1995, at 39.


enjoy mystery novels with a legal backdrop, whether set at a law school or featuring a lawyer protagonist. An Imperfect Spy seemed the perfect recipe: an academic mystery with a law-driven intrigue, set in a law school, solved by a smart woman protagonist.

Heilbrun’s story takes place at Schuyler Law School, described as “the worst law school in New York and perhaps the whole United States.” The fictional Kate Fansler, married to Reed Amhearst, a law professor at an unnamed Ivy League university (presumably Columbia), almost capriciously signs on as a visiting professor of feminist law and literature at Schuyler while her husband is spending a term there to start the school’s first clinical program. The book is a sometimes humorous and often horrifying depiction of Schuyler Law, its faculty, its administration, and its students.

The “spy” of the title is Harriet, an academic from another university working at Schuyler “undercover” as a secretary—with some initially undisclosed purpose in mind. By posing as an aging member of the invisible support staff, and using Kate and Reed as her tools, Harriet infiltrates and exposes the iniquities of the institution. In particular, she obtains judicial review of the conviction of her daughter, a battered wife imprisoned for the murder of her husband, a Schuyler faculty member.

Ultimately, An Imperfect Spy engaged us less as a conventional mystery than as a portrait of law schools and law teaching. The novel, in fact, contains little mystery or suspense. Of the two deaths

7. E.g., Carroll Lachnit, Murder in Brief (1995); Lia Matera, Where Lawyers Fear to Tread (1987).
9. Spy, supra note 1, at 35.
10. The title’s reference to John LeCarre’s A Perfect Spy (1986), whose British spooks and intricate psychological plots have little in common with the characters or mysteries Cross creates, refers to both Harriet’s hidden agenda and her method of catalyzing others into action while remaining unnoticed. The character of Harriet also alludes to Harriet Vane, an independent proto-feminist who first appeared in Dorothy L. Sayers, Strong Poison (1930), and is featured in Dorothy L. Sayers, Gaudy Night (1936), and two other Sayers books. Heilbrun has written admiringly of Sayers and Vane in Sayers, Lord Peter, and Harriet Vane at Oxford, in Hamlet’s Mother, supra note 3, at 252. The deconstruction of the Heilbrun-Cross oeuvre is a cottage industry among literary scholars. See Matthews, supra note 3 (referring to series of articles entitled Murder in the Canon: The Dual Personality of Carolyn Heilbrun).
that Kate investigates, one turns out to be accidental, and the other may be legally justified. But Heilbrun's capacity for critical insight into legal academia is strong, enhanced by her dual status as both an insider and outsider. Although not a lawyer or law professor, Heilbrun has more than a passing knowledge of law schools. In the late 1980's, she spent a semester co-teaching a course in law and literature from a feminist perspective at Yale Law School with Professor Judith Resnick, and also taught a similar course at UCLA.12

The portrait of legal education that Heilbrun paints is devastating. Schuyler's administration is so rigid, its faculty so conservative, and its students so ill-mannered and second-rate, it is impossible not to wonder who would choose to attend the school or who would hire its graduates. Even in the current buyer's market for law teachers,13 it is difficult to imagine why anyone would elect to teach there. Indeed, in order to give what finally is a rather flimsy story line drama and tension, Heilbrun has created a new type of villain: a Dickensian law school, an institution that allows her to create a more general account of the impact of new ideas on the citadel of legal academia. Through the metaphor of Schuyler, Heilbrun questions whether the dominant values and environment of legal education are really very different at institutions at both extremes of the prestige spectrum, and reminds us how much all law schools have to change in response to emerging legal thought, current ideas about the curriculum, and new notions about the role of law schools in preparing students to enter the legal profession.

In this essay, we examine Heilbrun's portrait of Schuyler Law School in light of our own law teaching experiences. In our view, much of Heilbrun's image of legal academia is unrecognizable not only to those of us familiar with that world, but even to those outsiders whose knowledge of law schools comes from the mainstream media.14 Nevertheless, we conclude that Heilbrun, who presumably could have made her point by situating her mystery in any academic setting, believes that Schuyler's aversion to change and its sexist

atmosphere are shared with a broad range of law schools, all of which need to examine themselves more critically. For this belief, we are able to forgive the failures of the book as both a mystery and a novel and appreciate Heilbrun's effort to satirize the pomposity and conservatism of law teachers who resist or disparage even modest innovations. This may not be a great book, but for insiders in law teaching, its caricaturization offers much that is familiar, provocative, and entertaining.

I. HARD TIMES AT SCHUYLER LAW

Heilbrun offers a vision of Schuyler's faculty and student body that betrays her more general attitude about law school hierarchies. Most of Schuyler's faculty attended prestigious law schools—Harvard, Yale, and Chicago—and, even though they appear to be mediocre teachers and unproductive scholars, they all are tenured and quite self-important. The only tenured woman died under such sufficiently ambiguous circumstances that some suspect murder. The lone minority faculty member is offensively conservative. Another professor was a notorious wife abuser until finally killed by his victim, who herself was then convicted as a result of inaction on the part of some of her husband's colleagues and perjury on the part of others. All of the faculty are obnoxious and boorish in their treatment of secretaries and condescending in their attitudes about students.

The students themselves are "not your pampered darlings from Harvard and Yale, princes of all they survey." They are strivers who lack market power to demand much of their education and are unlikely to rock the boat in the name of modernity and innovation. Judging from the meager participation in Kate's law and literature seminar, they also have very little intellectual depth. Comments made by the faculty about the students are disparaging: "There was a student [at a moot court argument] who was a lot brighter, or maybe I ought to say less rough-edged, than most of our students."

15. Spy, supra note 1, at 45, 55-57.
16. Id. at 78-81.
17. Id. at 84, 91.
18. One faculty member describes his colleagues as full of "scorn for the students, as though they despised them or were putting something over on them." Id. at 104.
19. Id. at 55. This and other remarks are meant to be compliments. Reed chastises Kate for her snobbery about Schuyler and further states, "Many of the students at Schuyler are older students, returnees, men and women, mostly women, who have decided they don't want to continue the life they're leading and want to become lawyers. Often the students are very interested, very earnest, and very motivated." Id. at 35.
20. Id. at 105.
Excellence at Schuyler is measured less by intellect than by more superficial qualities.

The Dean expresses the overwhelmingly conservative ethos of Schuyler in his toast at a faculty reception at the beginning of the semester. "Welcome to our traditional gathering," he intones. He goes on to state:

At least once a semester we join, all of us who teach in this fine institution, in one room to remind ourselves who we are and what our mission is: to pass on the law as our forefathers conceived it, to the young who will defend it after we are gone. The need for defense of that noble law grows greater each year. I lift my glass in tribute to those who honor what time and experience have proven true to our country's destiny.21

After an interruption in the narrative for one professor to whisper snide comments to Kate, the Dean snipes at trendy movements in legal education and defends the close-minded norm at Schuyler, which "maintain[s] standards too easily abandoned by institutions considered more elite, who had sold out to the demands of those marginal to our great culture, who had no hand in writing our laws or defending them against our enemies."22 It is clear from this diatribe that no crits, fem-crits, critical race theorists, post-moderns, or believers in affirmative action are welcome at Schuyler's front door.

Even the most sympathetic professor at Schuyler would find it hard to find employment in the real world of law teaching. In a few short pages of cocktail party colloquy, Heilbrun reveals Schuyler professors to be misogynistic, territorial about non-lawyers teaching in law schools, dismissive of interdisciplinary teaching and scholarship, anti-feminist, antiabortion, anti-battered women's syndrome, pro-death penalty, pompous, and arrogant.23

The faculty rebel is Blair Whitson, who recruits Kate Fansler to co-teach a course in law and literature and Kate's husband to teach a live-client clinic. Despite these admirable initiatives, Blair is an unremarkable middle-aged white male with a military background and a propensity for flirtation. There is nothing in his history or experience which make him a candidate to lead the kind of rebellion needed to drag Schuyler into contemporary mainstream legal education. His late-life realization that women are objectified by men, and his suspicions that his friend and colleague, the first and only woman law professor at Schuyler, might have been murdered,

21. Id. at 85.
22. Id. at 86.
23. Id. at 76-86.
provide the only explanation for his recent transformation from a WASP conformist into a more radical persona. Indeed, he explains that he was granted tenure by his colleagues under their mistaken belief that he was like them.24

In contrast to the claims of intellectual movements on the legal scene today such as critical legal studies, feminist legal theory, and critical race theory, Blair's protests seem quite tame and juvenile, and bereft of intellectual content. At first, it seems that Blair connives for the feminist law and literature course simply because it is the subject that most irritates his colleagues. He expresses no meaningful curiosity about the topic, and possesses no relevant academic experience. His main goal is politically modest: to "spread a little basic feminism around, and suggest that if law and literature can speak to each other, so can law and life."25

His course preparation techniques are peculiar. Blair's idea of preparing to co-teach a seminar on feminist perspectives in law and literature is to meet his co-teacher for the first time a week before class for drinks at the Plaza Hotel and present her with a list of potential cases. For almost whimsical reasons, Blair and Kate quickly pick Wednesday for the class (because it's in the middle of the week) and opt for an exam (for variety, because Kate always gives paper courses). Blair hands Kate the cases he has selected and requests that she identify readings in world literature that would make a good illustration or counterpoint to the themes in his preferred legal texts.26 There is no apparent sense of urgency associated with the beginning of the semester, nor any embarrassment at running a semester-long course for the first time by winging it. He even suggests that the first class can easily consist of housekeeping details and no substance.27

Blair's approach suggests that he and his Neanderthal colleagues may have more similarities than differences. Laziness, lack of preparation, and a predilection for innuendo-laden banter mark him as a superficial teacher and colleague. Nothing in Heilbrun's meager descriptions of the feminist law and literature course suggests he possesses any gifts as a teacher or intellect. His residual sense of masculine superiority reveals itself when he assigns Kate to use her last week of summer vacation scrambling to fill in a syllabus of legal cases with softer literary materials that apparently are not worthy of

---

24.  Id. at 103.
25.  Id. at 57.
26.  The cases and literary works assigned in the seminar mirror those taught by Heilbrun and Resnick at Yale. See Convergences, supra note 12, at 1954-56.
27.  Spy, supra note 1, at 51.
his time. Still, despite his flaws, Blair is meant to be the enlightened
majoritarian who shoulders an enormous task, and we are meant to
sympathize and applaud him. After all, it is he who brings the
outsiders, Kate and Reed, to Schuyler, with dramatic results. In short
order, the students in the clinic obtain review of the murder convic-
tion of Harriet’s daughter; student consciousness is raised through the
medium of law and literature; and the couple’s visit concludes with a
virtual revolution that changes Schuyler Law forever. Even if he was
not the direct instrument of change, Blair at least chooses his *dei ex
machina* well.

II. IMAGES OF LAW SCHOOL

Our initial negative reaction to Heilbrun’s book turned on her
exceedingly unflattering depiction of legal education at every level.
The images of classroom teaching, pedagogy, and clinical education
are strikingly at odds with the work-a-day world we have observed at
our own school, the schools we have visited or inspected, and those
of our friends and colleagues.

The portrayal of Schuyler is equally out of touch with the
mainstream images of law schools in the media and popular culture.
Most fictional accounts of law school have tended to focus on the elite
end of the legal spectrum, particularly on Harvard Law School. *The
Paper Chase* and Professor Kingsfield, in both the film and television
series, have set the standard for popular understanding of the Socratic
method and the dehumanizing atmosphere of law school.28 Schools
like Schuyler generally receive no featured role in books, movies, or
T.V. shows. If anything, they are the objects of derision, as in *My
Cousin Vinny*29 or *The Client*,30 or mere background, as in *The
Pelican Brief*.31

---

28. JOHN JAY OSBORNE, THE PAPER CHASE (1971); THE PAPER CHASE (20th Century Fox
1973). Consider, also, the book and the film REVERSAL OF FORTUNE, which examines the Klaus
Von Bulow case from the perspective of Alan Dershowitz and the law students who assisted him
in obtaining the reversal of Von Bulow’s conviction. ALAN M. DERSHOWITZ, REVERSAL OF
FORTUNE (1986); REVERSAL OF FORTUNE (Warner Bros. 1990) Readers interested in non-
fictional and seemingly more realistic accounts of Harvard Law School have been able to turn
to Scott Turow’s One L, TUROW, supra note 14, and the more recent Broken Contract, by
Robert Kahlenberg, KAHLENBERG, supra note 14, as well as Poisoned Ivy, by Eleanor Kerlow,
KERLOW, supra note 14. Reed recommends Broken Contract to Kate during a discussion. SPY,
supra note 1, at 131.

29. MY COUSIN VINNY (Fox 1992) (Vinny of title graduated from unfelicitously named
Brooklyn Academy of Law).

In Grisham’s last book, THE RAINMAKER (1995), his hero also attended Memphis State and,
while there, participated in a quasi-clinic representing the elderly.

31. JOHN GRISHAM, THE PELICAN BRIEF (1992) (heroine and her law profes-
sor/mentor/lover are from Tulane Law School).
Nevertheless, law schools and law professors at all status levels have received an increasingly favorable amount of media coverage from a variety of sources. Trade publications like the *American Lawyer* and the *National Law Journal*, as well as mainstream periodicals, regularly cover the better and more controversial happenings in American law schools. Papers such as the *New York Times* include frequent references to law schools and academics. Prominent legal scholars are featured in a wide variety of magazines and newspapers, and are frequent commentators, experts, and sources of sound bytes for the electronic and print media. Legal academics also often have been featured players in high-publicity cases, such as the O.J. Simpson trial.

Heilbrun’s negative images of law schools are inconsistent with the images of law professors which have emerged from this media exposure. Some law professors depicted in the media may be obnoxious egoists who reinforce negative stereotypes about lawyers, but they are rarely criminal, ignorant, prejudiced, or ridiculous, as are the less-than-esteemed Schuyler Law faculty. On the contrary, hostility to law professors as a sub-genre of the legal profession is, more likely, a reaction to the power emanating from their presumed intellect, expertise, and self-confidence. If anything, law professors are viewed simply as somewhat more conceited, pedantic, and wooden versions of the absent-minded academic—and somewhat less objectionable than their counterparts in the practicing bar.

Though images of law professors in the mainstream media are far from uniformly positive, the faculty of Schuyler receives exceptionally rough treatment by Heilbrun. The professors are troglodytes, unabashedly uninformed, and outspokenly narrow-minded. Heilbrun is totally ungenerous in her portrait of this pedestrian bunch, leaving

---


33. Members of the Simpson defense “dream team” include Barry Scheck of Cardozo Law School and Gerald Uelman of Santa Clara University School of Law. Michael Tigar of the University of Texas School of Law is representing an Oklahoma City bombing defendant. Charles Ogletree of Harvard Law School was Anita Hill’s lead counsel. In addition to consulting on the Simpson trial, Alan Dershowitz has represented many (in)famous clients including Mike Tyson and Leona Helmsley.

34. Legal academics always have been prominent in national government. Three current Justices of the Supreme Court, Stephen Breyer, Antonin Scalia, and Ruth Bader Ginsburg, are former full-time law teachers. President Clinton himself taught at the University of Arkansas Law School.

35. In the movie *A WALK IN THE SPRING RAIN* (Columbia 1969), Ingrid Bergman has an affair with Anthony Quinn. John Hart Ely has observed that the reasons for her dalliance with the virile Quinn were telegraphed by a simple and effective metaphor: Her husband is a constitutional law professor, obviously a bore and a stiff. See Fred R. Shapiro, *The Most Cited Articles From the Yale Law Journal* 25 (1991).
anyone unfamiliar with legal academics no choice but to detest the whole lot, side unequivocally with the newcomers, and embrace Heilbrun's parable of redemption and transformation.

III. IMAGES OF TEACHING

The only classroom experience depicted at Schuyler is the law and literature seminar co-taught by Kate and Blair. Although Heilbrun's depiction of the challenges of preparing and conducting an innovative new course initially appears as extreme as the rest of her description of Schuyler, her portrayal ultimately is both moving and, almost, realistic.36 The struggles encountered in the course—student skepticism, disinterest, and hostility—mirror the experiences of many professors teaching experimental subject matter or using innovative teaching techniques.

The law and literature seminar is offered during the late afternoon, once a week, in a dingy, airless room in Schuyler's basement. The room assignment itself is a not-too-subtle reflection of the low esteem in which the course is held by the school. To the extent that the rest of the faculty is aware of the new offering, they sneer at it. The students include both men and women, but little else is presented about their numbers, ethnicity, or backgrounds, or even why these mavericks have chosen to enroll in this curious and unconventional course.

Heilbrun gives considerably more information about the reading material for the course. Following their initial meeting at the Plaza, Kate and Blair assemble a reasonable facsimile of a syllabus, modeled closely on the reading list Heilbrun used while visiting at Yale. Kate and Blair lead the students through close readings of texts such as Jane Eyre,37 Jude the Obscure,38 Michael M. v. Superior Court,39 Hoyt v. Florida,40 and Bradwell v. Illinois,41 in search of the exclusion of feminist voices and the subjugation of women as objects in worlds where only men speak from positions of authority.

This hardly seems like an arduous semester for Kate. She has no office or formal office hours at Schuyler. Like any other visitor, she has no administrative responsibilities. Kate herself reflects that

---

36. In offering our observations and reactions to these images, we respond only as experienced classroom teachers and offer no insights into the teaching of feminist theory or law and literature, which are not part of our teaching repertoire.
37. CHARLOTTE BRONTÉ, JANE EYRE (Everyman's Classic 1992) (1847).
41. 83 U.S. 130 (1875).
preparation for only one course a week is "child's play."\textsuperscript{42} She appears to be winging it, relying on familiar texts and interpretive tricks to teach an audience different from, and seemingly less worthy of her preparation time than, the literature students at her regular university. There is an arrogance here about teaching law students that defies the experience of every law professor who has agonized over teaching a new course for the first time.\textsuperscript{43}

More troubling are the responses of the students in the classroom. They are acting out to an extraordinary degree. Ominous things begin to occur, transforming Schuyler into a Twilight Zone of legal education. One day after class, the entire seminar is locked into their classroom and faces the prospect of remaining there overnight, perhaps indefinitely, until a student remembers that she has a cellular phone and is able to reach the police. Later in the semester, in a nightmarish incident of both psychological and physical implausibility, a male student interrupts class and locks the room door. He announces to Blair, "I've had enough of your goddamn bullshit," and says that the thing he really hates are "straight men who let women tell them what to do."\textsuperscript{44} The student then tackles Blair and tries to punch him out until a female student crashes a folding chair over the student's head.\textsuperscript{45} The student eventually explains that he has acted in this outrageous way because he is enraged about the discussions in class and the "propaganda" espoused by Blair and, especially, by Kate.\textsuperscript{46}

This particular student also secretly tapes the class in an effort to expose the professors' subversive treatment of issues like rape, sex, and gender equality.\textsuperscript{47} He is abetted by one woman student, who, voicing her own stereotypical views about gender, says she believed, at least before the incident, that the assailant was a "real guy, not like the other so-called men in the class."\textsuperscript{48}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{42} \textit{Spy}, supra note 1, at 94.
\bibitem{43} See Douglas Whalley, \textit{Teaching Law, Advice for the New Professor}, 43 OHIO ST. L.J. 125 (1982). \textit{See also} Fred Bosselman, \textit{In Memoriam}, 31 HOUSTON L. REV. 1345, 1347 (1995) ("I spent half of my first year of teaching preparing for class and the other half worrying that I was not preparing enough . . . ").; George C. Christie, \textit{Legal Education in an Era of Change: the Recruitment of Law Faculty}, 1987 DUKE L.J. 306, 309 ("The first year of teaching should also be a learning experience for our hypothetical law professor, who is now finding out that teaching a subject is much harder work than he might anticipate.").
\bibitem{44} \textit{Spy}, supra note 1, at 137.
\bibitem{45} \textit{Id.} at 137-38.
\bibitem{46} \textit{Id.} at 139.
\bibitem{47} This incident seems to be drawn from the true-life example of a Dartmouth professor whose class was taped by students dissatisfied with the Afro-centric content and teaching methods of one of their professors. \textit{See} Allan R. Gold, \textit{Racial Tension at Dartmouth as Teacher and Paper Clash}, \textit{N.Y. TIMES}, Mar. 2, 1988, at A16; Morton Kondrake, \textit{The Dartmouth Wars: The Mud Pies Are Flying}, \textit{THE NEW REPUBLIC}, Dec. 12, 1988, at 9.
\bibitem{48} \textit{Spy}, supra note 1, at 140.
\end{thebibliography}
distributes a centerfold with Kate’s head taped onto it to fellow students and some faculty, with segments of both groups finding it amusing.49

In this chaotic atmosphere, what could these students have learned? Apparently, they may have gained some self-awareness, even if they learned little about law and literature, and each may have taken some tentative steps towards acquiring a voice. After this series of ugly incidents, Blair explains to Kate:

We’ve given them permission to speak of their experiences, in and out of law school, which no other class has done. So, naturally, they take out their angers on us. Rather like parents with adolescent children, or so I would imagine. And rather like parents, we would dearly like to kick them from time to time.50

Heilbrun has written a very similar account of her surprise at her Yale students’ reactions to her own teaching:

I was not at all prepared for the angry response our students expressed to the content of this new course, and to me in my presentation of it. I have since learned from the experiences of others that, even today, a class in gender theory inserted into the curriculum of a largely patriarchal institution... causes after-shocks.51

Drawing upon her real-life experience, Heilbrun has provided an exaggerated version of the “group therapy” that occurred at Yale, where women students “felt free to express the anger they dared not express to men. The instructors became, therefore, the objects of additional anger, not evoked by us but displaced onto us.”52

Such expressions of anger cause Kate and Blair’s class to transform, providing a powerful lens through which students view their own law school experiences.53 The women shed their inhibitions to reveal their individual thoughts about inequitie within the school—their demeaning treatment in class by male professors, the absence of women faculty, the exclusion or mistreatment of problems particular to women in classes, sexual harassment by male faculty members, their lack of representation on committees, and the lack of recog-

49. Id. at 140-43. This incident may have had its inspiration in Heilbrun’s own life, as Kate refers to similar treatment received by a friend of Heilbrun’s in a right-wing journal. Id. at 142. The incident is also reminiscent of some of the sexual harassment found in Jew v. University of Iowa, 749 F. Supp. 946 (S.D. Iowa 1990). See generally Martha Chamallas, Jean Jew’s Case: Resisting Sexual Harassment in the Academy, 6 YALE J.L. & FEMINISM 71, 74 (1994).

50. SPY, supra note 1, at 95.

51. Convergences, supra note 12, at 1921-22.

52. Id. at 1923. See also Carolyn G. Heilbrun, The Politics of the Mind: Women, Tradition, and the University, in HAMLET’S MOTHER, supra note 3, at 213, 222.

53. SPY, supra note 1, at 167-70.
nition of women’s accomplishments in the form of certain concrete symbols, such as editorship of the law review. These thoughts and emotions come tumbling out, expressing the empowerment provided by a course taught from a feminist perspective, which also includes the kind of anger at female authority figures experienced by Heilbrun herself. For the first time at Schuyler, women begin to acquire the voice that Heilbrun in her academic persona so passionately advocates.

Heilbrun’s depiction of classroom teaching is consistent with her perspective as a feminist scholar and her interest in the transformative power of language. However, this depiction is only slightly more persuasive and realistic than her depiction of Schuyler as an institution. As teachers, we all hope that our ideas and the ideas we unlock will forever change and illuminate our students and the worlds in which they live. In reality, this rarely happens. Change, both personal and institutional, is incremental and evolutionary, rather than like a collective light bulb suddenly turning on over an otherwise sullen and uncommunicative student body. At an unreconstructed school like Schuyler, Kate is more likely to have opened only a few minds, and then only temporarily. Later, the ripples would die down as the power and challenge of change dissipates and students become more distant and dispersed. As Heilbrun and Resnick note of their experience at Yale:

We do not see how the male perspective can fail to reform itself now that women have become a visible part of the legal and literary professions. But we were saddened to see that the pace of the reformation is slowed by the thickness of the institutions’ doors, by multiple communications to students that inhibit and make them . . . afraid and ambivalent to make use of the techniques, theories, readings, and scholarship that feminism has so richly provided.

Changing and opening even a few minds, nonetheless, should be cause for congratulations, without the need for exaggeration. The incidents of verbal and physical aggression by students, the attempts to degrade a woman professor, a shared concealment of surreptitious

54. Convergences, supra note 12, at 1923.
55. “Women in the university need not only to pass from the margin to the center of intellectual life, they need help from the university in confronting the problems of being female in our culture and especially in the culture of the university . . . . And we must ask women within the university to speak for themselves also.” Heilbrun, supra note 52, at 221.
56. Professor Resnick gently chides her co-author for an exaggerated sense of the dramatic changes that feminist theory has occasioned in the legal field. See Convergences, supra note 12, at 1938.
57. Id. at 1952.
taping of classes for use against a faculty member, and a general challenge against the authority of liberal and women faculty members—all eventually ring true to experience. As Heilbrun has observed, “while every woman teacher has an anecdote, if not several, of an aggressive young male student who challenges her authority, many white men have teaching careers without such confrontations.”

Upon reflection, our initial dismissal of Heilbrun’s fictional account receded, as we realized that her caricature of the worst class imaginable contained the ingredients of many of our own and our colleagues’ lives.

IV. IMAGES OF CLINICS

Clinical education is as primitive as everything else at Schuyler Law School. Indeed, at Schuyler, to support clinics may be “sufficient to qualify one as a revolutionary.” Heilbrun unquestionably believes that clinical programs are valuable features of a law school curriculum and sees the lack of such programs as another of Schuyler’s deficiencies. The clinical program described, unfortunately, is neither thoughtful nor professional, and does not reflect accurately the current state of clinical legal education.

Kate’s husband, Reed Amhearst, burnt out as a traditional law school teacher, is taking a leave from his more prestigious school to start a clinic at Schuyler. Looking for an adventure which his own institution “was a bit too ivy league” to support, Reed starts a “prison project, perhaps connected to a project for battered women,” areas of representation for which his years as an assistant district attorney and professor of criminal procedure hardly qualify him.

In fact, Reed has little relevant practical experience of any sort for this clinic, since he probably never represented a criminal defendant or prisoner during his entire legal career. His main experience seems to have been “help[ing] out” in some of the clinics at his home law school on “discrimination, Title VII, class suits [sic], gay rights and the rights of assembly.” Reed’s fuller explanation of the clinic is more representative of the goals of similar programs at Yale and other
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law schools ("helping those once convicted but who have some real reason to believe that their convictions were improperly obtained or that their sentences are illegal in some way, or who have stories of mistreatment by prison staff").

Despite being a visiting professor for only one semester, Reed pronounces, "I've thus decided that Schuyler shall have a clinic," and without going to any committee of the faculty for approval of the content and structure of his course, simply starts a program. Enrolling ten or twelve students, a relatively large number for the first semester of any program's existence, he seems able to plop his clinic into the curriculum without making any decision about credits, enrollment criteria, prerequisites, scheduling, grading, or any other critical issues that law faculty generally consider when adopting a new course.

Reed's planning also ignores many of the vital concerns of clinical teachers. He seems to have forgone any need to identify and define the pedagogical goals of the course other than to introduce the model of real client representation to Schuyler. In this way, Heilbrun seems to suggest that all live-client clinics are the same, and better than simulation courses, simply because they "help people or plunge the students into actual legal situations." Moreover, Reed gives no more than passing thought to any seminar component in which his students will "study about the criminal justice system."

Case selection also is a mystery. Without explaining why he is so confident, Reed seems to have no doubts that he will find the clients who present problems of appropriate complexity and manageability for the students to represent in a single semester. Reed similarly shows no familiarity with any of the literature on client interviewing and counseling. Presumably, his students will meet their first clients with no more than common sense to guide them, even though they probably will have had no prior experience with convicted felons, or, for that matter, with any kind of client.
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Reed also has some extremely uninformed and superficial ideas about supervision, and has given no apparent thought to his role as a supervisor of students. His only mention of any kind of pre-appearance supervision is the reference, "Of course, we practice first, we have moots." Without any real efforts to educate himself about the wide range of literature on the subject of legal clinic supervision, it looks as if Reed will fall into the classic trap encountered by most novice clinicians of replicating his experience as a supervisor of younger attorneys, delegating less and intervening more than he should. His main acknowledgment of this dilemma is, "Of course, I go to court with them; usually the students are wonderful, but sometimes a professor, me, has to speak up in court and say 'Let me add something.' Not often, if all goes well."

Amazingly, in what could only be a dangerous example of practicing law without a license, Reed hires a third year law student from his own school (destined for a job as an associate at a Wall Street firm—a future which hardly qualifies her to handle women's prison cases) to be his assistant. This decision implicitly suggests that a third year student from Reed's Ivy League school is competent to assist in the supervision of her less capable peers at Schuyler. This "assistant director," who incidentally falls in love with Reed, accompanies Kate to visit a potential clinic client, the battered woman convicted of murdering her Schuyler professor-husband. This is the first of several troubling ethical dilemmas which Heilbrun simply ignores. Although Kate quite properly questions her role ("Am I supposed to be a lawyer?") Reed brushes off her concerns, responding, "Of course not... you're connected with a properly registered lawyer—me—and with [my assistant] who they [the prison authorities] know is working with me."
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This particular client poses some rather unique and uncomfortable problems for Schuyler that the book conveniently overlooks. Reed casually disregards the conflict of interest this representation poses. The grounds for obtaining a review of the conviction include accusations of suppressed and even perjured testimony of members of the Schuyler faculty about the victim, one of their colleagues. Neither Reed nor his clinic students seem to have any problems with accusing the faculty at their school of serious, even criminal, misconduct. Someone working in the clinic, assuming it endures, will be in the untenable position of drafting affidavits accusing faculty members of lying at the earlier murder trial or, even worse, questioning under oath their torts and contracts professors.77

Although clinical legal education has a featured part in this book, its credibility as a valid teaching methodology suffers in Heilbrun’s hands. Her portrait of clinical education does not share the cartoonish qualities of many of her other images of law school. Nonetheless, her depiction is defective, because it strengthens rather than dispels the criticism that clinical teaching is a non-theoretical, oversimplified, and superficial form of skills training. It is difficult to reproach anyone who advocates the proposition that live-client clinics offer a much richer tapestry of personal interaction and the deep satisfactions and rewards of helping another human being than is possible in “synthetic” (read simulation) programs. Similarly, it is hard to criticize an author who generally espouses the message of the MacCrate Report78 when she debunks the narrow-minded attitudes of the antediluvian Schuyler faculty, which believes that it is a “waste of time to teach law students what they can learn on their own when they get out.”79 Yet Heilbrun’s world of clinical legal education is so unsophisticated and so dangerously bordering on the unprofessional that any reader who forms the impression that this is an accurate portrait of today’s clinical programs would be sadly misled. All this would be defensible if this simplistic depiction of clinical education was essential to either the plot, the parody, or the message of the novel. However, if anything, the story would have been
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enhanced by a modest addition of realism about clinics. As a result of her writing, Heilbrun inadvertently strengthens negative stereotypes about clinical education, thereby contradicting her more general attack on conservative law school traditions.

V. PALE, MALE & NOT YALE?

Responding to An Imperfect Spy as a complete work requires some attempt to uncover why Heilbrun chose to delve into the ethos of Schuyler Law so deeply and depict it in such a negative manner. Presumably, Heilbrun chose the law school milieu deliberately and not merely because some setting was needed for the mystery novel. Most of Heilbrun’s past works have been set in academia, but none in a law school. We believe that Heilbrun has chosen to portray Schuyler in such a peculiar way that this depiction is the real subject of An Imperfect Spy. Recognizing this transforms Spy from a mass-market mystery into a more narrow work destined to appeal to academics trying to decode the book as a roman à clef about their own institutions.80

There are several hypotheses that explain why Heilbrun chose to portray Schuyler so negatively. First, Heilbrun may simply misunderstand legal academia given the brevity of her own experience teaching at law schools. An Imperfect Spy also could be a thinly disguised description of Heilbrun’s own experiences as a visiting professor at Yale. Or, in light of Heilbrun’s career teaching at an elite institution like Columbia, and more limited experience at Yale, perhaps Spy is Heilbrun’s attempt to portray an elite’s vision of more pedestrian and less evolved schools like Schuyler. Finally, Heilbrun may be using Schuyler to make more universal points about all law schools or academia in general.

As for the first, it seems unlikely that the legal academy is such a strange creature that Heilbrun simply misunderstood what she saw. Her past fictional and scholarly works suggest an insightful eye for the ethos of university teaching and the relationships and petty conflicts that give academic institutions their identities.81 As for the second, it would be entirely speculative to suggest that Schuyler is merely Yale in disguise. Heilbrun already has written about her experiences at Yale without the kind of rancor displayed against Schuyler.82 There are no additional clues in interviews following the publication
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of *An Imperfect Spy* that would suggest this as her primary purpose.\(^83\)

Similarly, it would be unfair conjecture, given Heilbrun's stature as a serious feminist critic, to suggest that this book offers a smug "it-could-never-happen-here" conclusion from a professor at an elite school looking askance at schools further down on the food chain. The few clues we have about Heilbrun's own life suggest otherwise. She has, in fact, been vocally critical of the sexism of her Columbia colleagues,\(^84\) and has been on the receiving end of harassment and unfair treatment. Moreover, Heilbrun was outraged by the posthumous treatment received by Professor Mary Jo Frug at the hands of the *Harvard Law Review*, which parodied her work only a year after her unsolved murder,\(^85\) an incident explicitly referenced in *Spy*.\(^86\)

It would be a mistake, however, to limit an analysis of *Spy* to the narrow question of whether Schuyler is Yale, Columbia, or someplace else in disguise. Instead, Heilbrun is trying to tell us something about sexism throughout academia. As Heilbrun herself has noted, "Amanda Cross could write in the popular, unimportant form of detective fiction, the destiny she hoped for women . . . ."\(^87\) Since it might be more difficult for a reader to accept bigotry and prejudice at supposedly advanced elite institutions, situating her story at a fifth quintile institution from which we can all disassociate in one form or another is an effective and diplomatic literary device. We are prepared to believe that anything can happen at a school like Schuyler.

Indeed, there are indications from Heilbrun's own life which suggest that Schuyler is meant as a more universal model of sexism at institutions of all levels of academic prestige. As a member of the first wave of feminist scholars, Heilbrun encountered the extreme prejudices and difficulties typical of her pioneering generation. Although today's women in academia certainly experience sexism and
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harassment, their mistreatment is less blatant than that heaped on the
gate-crashers of Heilbrun’s era. Heilbrun’s hyperbole may well be the
product of her own difficult battles for recognition as well as her
frustration with the slow pace of meaningful changes in the attitudes
of her male colleagues. Indeed, as a result of her concern about
treatment by male colleagues of her and other woman teachers in the
department, Heilbrun recently resigned from the Columbia University
faculty, though her rancor was hardly confined to her own school:88

The arrogance of these men. They get frightened by anyone
good, anyone powerful, anyone who’s not male like themselves.
They’re frightened about sharing the power.89

It is Harriet, the elderly, invisible “spy” of the title, who observes that
legal academia is a “clump of mediocrity,” threatened by any attempt
to transform the structure by which its members lead their lives.90

If Schuyler is every law school, how close does Heilbrun come to
hitting the mark? Most readers will tend to view Schuyler as a very
bad and anachronistic law school, but one that does not closely
resemble their own. There is certainly a great deal of silliness at
Schuyler that is not found elsewhere. In addition, a quick glance
through the American Association of Law Schools directory suggests
that no real school is so lacking in women and minority teachers.91
However, all schools can do better.92 Clinical and other skills
teachers still confront issues of status and resources in comparison to
the rest of their colleagues.93 Feminist teaching in law schools,
where it exists, is usually quite limited and marginal, and almost never
a part of most law schools’ core mission.94 Similarly, even if a
blatantly and uniformly sexist white male faculty à la Schuyler
normally is a thing of the past, law schools are just beginning to come
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to grips with the issue of how women law students perform and whether they receive the same rewards as their male counterparts. 95

Thus, while Schuyler is a law school that deserves the ridicule Heilbrun heaps upon it, and we should be proud that so few of the characteristics of Schuyler can be found in abundance in any American law school today, individual ingredients certainly exist in many institutions—even if the entire recipe for disaster is missing. Fictional Schuyler is a valuable reminder that too much smugness and too quick a tendency to say that "it can't happen here" may be self-delusional.

VI. CONCLUSION

We are grateful to Heilbrun for providing another opportunity to listen to the educated conversation of Kate and Reed, and for championing the cause of modern approaches to legal education. At first, Heilbrun's portrait of Schuyler seemed so preposterous and unreal that Heilbrun's more important message was obscured. Now that we have reread the book several times, however, we can appreciate Heilbrun's willingness to expose her views of legal academia and its follies, to risk being criticized for her exaggeration and hyperbole, and to continue to hope and fight for change within teaching institutions.

Even though An Imperfect Spy fails as a suspenseful mystery and as an effective parody, it still offers more than just a quick read to be forgotten in the crush of work or of leisure reading. In the Schuyler Law Schools of the world, people can come to grips with and triumph over the blatant forms of malice exposed in the book. The real-world issues facing the legal academy, though, are more subtle and difficult to confront. Adequate diversity in hiring, promotion, and tenure has not been attained. Nontraditional scholarship struggles for acceptance. The debate over the value and nature of skills training rages. Women and minority faculty still are treated with less respect than their white male counterparts by certain students. Only a reader who lacks appreciation for the history of an earlier generation of feminist academics epitomized by Harriet, Kate, and Professor Heilbrun would completely discount the message conveyed by the cruder obstacles portrayed in An Imperfect Spy as irrelevant relics of a less progressive era. 96
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If this book seems to make a mockery of law school, it is probably because we do indeed take ourselves and our perquisites too seriously, and only satire can force us to look more closely at ourselves. Much in the book may appear unrealistic and risks being misleading about the law school environment. However, under the trappings of the academic mystery genre lies a sensible, consistent voice of a dedicated feminist urging us to "fight again with renewed vigor,"97 wherever the battlefield. For Kate, the fight, however unwittingly undertaken, was a success. As Kate notes hopefully, "Maybe we've made something moribund a little livelier."98 And if antediluvian Schuyler can be forced to diversify, to adapt to and accept new ideas, and to modernize, then all of our infinitely better institutions should be able to absorb change and difference gracefully—without collapsing.
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